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' Jme there was a little boy named
orge. While George was still a
y little fellow, he chopped down
j father's cherry tree with his
'Ljchet and rode his spirited black
rse to death.
jome years later, when the
Terican Revolution flamed forth,
"k, ?j rich owner of Mount Vernon
s called from his broad plantan to direct the armies of the
w and fragile alliance of the
' « ^teen small colonies.
Mighty
jtain was being challenged by a
"fcmy, but the pygmy had the
Idership of the young military
d inspirational genius, George
H,. Washington.
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College of the Pacific, Stockton, California, Friday, February 17, 1939

Hite's Orchestra
Chosen For Gras

oerould To
Start New
3ook Club

Definite confirmation of arrangements to bring Les
Hite and his orchestra to the Stockton Civic Auditorium,
March 11,. to play for the fourth annual Pacific Mardi
Gras, was made this week by Trevor Griffiths, chairman
of the event. Griffiths closed negotiations with Music

International
Club Dinner
Feb. 25

For Little
Theatre's 100th

No. 19

Brown's 100th Show
Opens Next Week

Thirteen-piece Band Features Swing;
Half-hour Radio Program Set

Corporation of America officials in*
San Francisco and signed a con
tract for the services of the dusky
sw;ing band.
Hite will bring to the Seeyopee
carnival a thirteen-piece orchestra,
which has established an outstand
ing reputation on the West Coast,
meeting with greatest success at
Sebastian's Cotton Club in Culver
City, famous Hollywood film colony
rendezvous. Other prominent spots
played by the Hite aggregation in
clude the Cocoanut Grove in Salt
Lake City, the Olympic Hotel in
Seattle, Washington, and leading
Plans are nearly complete for the
theatres and ballrooms through second annual dinner of the In
out the West.
ternational Affairs Club to be held

Get Tickets Early

Twenty Members
Needed; Current
Books On List
The little drama being enacted above shows FRAN
CIS FINNEY, treasurer of the PSA, and ERWIN FAR
LEY, student body president, looking on with much
approval as O. H. RITTER, comptroller of the College
of the Pacific, puts the well-known and little-seen
"PAID" stamp on the warrant for the last payment on
the swimming pool. The payment, $1403.25, including
interest, makes the pool the property of the PSA, after
two and a half years of "coughing up."

Little Theatre Presents "Ghost Of
Yankee Doodle." Feb. 23, 24, 25
"The Ghost of Yankee Doodle," DeMarcus Brown's
100th production, will make its California debut at the
Pacific Little Theatre next Thursday, Friday, and Satur
day night, February 23, 24, and 25.
Tickets for the play will go on sale beginning next
Monday.
De Marcus Brown's score of 100
productions during fifteen seasons
is a record unequalled by any other
California college director, and un
der his direction, the Pacific Little
Theatre is acknowledged to be the
finest in the state.
"Marc," as he Is familiarly called
by students and teachers alike, has
always looked ahead to some new
outlet for dramatic production at
Pacific.
FOUR STAGES
Six years ago, with the coopera
tion of the college administration,
the Outdoor Theatre was built, and
the feature summer seasons added
to the production schedule.
Four years ago began the use
of the Studio Theatre, and with
improvements and reconstruction
of last summer, student directors
now have an ideal laboratory stage
at their disposal.
With the development of radio
at Pacific, Little Theatre players
also appear on "Radio Stage," now
DE MARCUS BROWN, director under the direction of John Crabbe.
of Pacific Little Theatre, reaches
"The Ghost of Yankee Doodle"
an important stage of his career will be the third Sidney Howard
with his 100th production next play to be given at Pacific. "Yel
week.
low Jack" was the last play by the
California writer presented here.
Evelyn Barnett, 1938 winner of
the F. Melvin Lawson award for
the finest contribution to the Little
Theatre season, will play the lead
ing role of the play, Sara Garrison.
John Crabbe, staff stage man
The official senior ring, adopted ager, will be ' opposite, as James
by unanimous vote of the Class of Madison Clevenger, powerful news
'39, is now on sale to members of paper publisher.
VITAL STORY
the class, Senior President Ed
Supporting Miss Barnett and Mr.
Koehler announced this week.
Crabbe in "The Ghost of Yankee
The ring, manufactured by the Doodle" will be some of the best
L. G. Balfour Company, college Little Theatre talent. Robert Lanjewelers, is of heavy, ten karat ning, Claribel Coffman, Bud Mey
gold, set with a black onyx stone. ers, Toni Rifberg, Richard Mirski,
The class year of graduation is Albert Miller, Bobbin Gay Peck,
inlaid upon it as well as the school Dan Looney, Marlon Akers, Will
emblem tiger, and scroll. The price iam Ramsey, Herman Spindt,
is $18.50. Anyone interested should Glenn Tanner, Georg Meyers, and
get in touch with Ed Koehler at Max Gobel.
Omega Phi.
The striking story of "The Ghost
Form letters suggesting the ring of Yankee Doodle" is laid in the
as a graduation gift will be mailed not improbable future when dicta
on February 21 to the parents of tors and democracies have at last
each member of the graduating come to grips in another World
class. The letters will explain the War, and America, as on a former
attempt to establish the ring as a occasion stands aloof in troubled
tradition on the campus, and give neutrality.
a complete description of the style
The scene is a liberal-minded,
and price.
well-to-do western household, whose
members are dependent for their
income on a family-owned factory.
They are badly in need of money,
and war orders would keep the
plant humming.
They are "betweeh salvation at a price they
hate like hell to pay, and shutting
up shop."
Tickets may be reserved in per
son at the Little Theatre box office
or by dialing 2-8676.

MILESTONE

A subscription book club sup
ported by, and for the benefit of
the students, is soon to be inau
' "v^kined and the constitution fingurated in the College of the Pa
y ratified, the young republic
cific Library,
Mr. Albert
C.
'"•>c Bed upon this same leader to
Gerould, the head librarian, an
I Idc the ship of state through
nounced today. As soon as at least
; stormy seas which threatened
twenty people have agreed to be
come members, the book club will
"i
leaps ize it.
proceed to buy current books of
. fhe new government was to beinterest in all fields, both fiction
i functioning March 4, 1789, but
and non fiction.
;ances were long, travel slow
"Any college library," Mr. Ger
d uncertain.
When March 4 COLLEGE GRAD
this year at the Gim Ling Chinese
ould said, "is likely to be poor in
Jed around, Congress couldn't
Restaurant from 6:00 to 8:00 p. m.
A graduate of the University of
books of general interest, the very
re up a quorum. It wasn't unon Saturday, February 25.
Illinois, Hite has appeared in more
ones that make up the bulk of our
The committee arranging the
the first of April that the new
motion pictures than any other or
intelligent leisure reading. This is
(use held its first session, and
dinner hopes to secure as its
chestra leader. He plays the tenor
because the buying is done for the
speaker a Chinese pastor from San
e days passed before the Senate
saxophone and the clarinet.
most part by members of the Fac
Francisco, a graduate of the Col
livened.
Mardi Gras revelers are in for an
ulty out of department funds. It
lege
of
the
Pacific
a
few
years
ago,
Foreboding filled the heart of
evening of solid swing for the Hite
is only natural, therefore, that the
Mr. Lim Lee. Mr. Lee, a former
; newly elected leader. Not with
orchestra is recognized as one of pupil of Dr. Werner, will probably
collection should represent the "in
joicing but with high misgiving
the best in that department, with discuss some aspect of the Sinoterests of specialists rather than
r first President turned from
Bill Biddick and Carl Fuller contributed the stand those of the intelligent general
Poppy Prince, drummer, featuring Japanese crisis.
iilian life to wend his way to
out performance for members of the local forensic reader, the very type that a liberal
with specialty numbers.
iiladelphia.
squad in last week's Pacific Invitational Tournament college like Pacific sets out to
Coincidental with Hite's engage LIMIT 25
pn April 1 Washington wrote to
Tickets for the dinner are now by annexing the first place trophy in debate over a develop."
ment, John Crabbe, chairman of
r.eral Knox, "The long delay may
being distributed by Chis Pappas, field of forty teams representing sixteen colleges and "LIBRARY SHELF"
[compared to a reprieve; for in
secretary-treasurer of the club; universities from California and*
The books in the collection, which
nfidence I tell you (with the
Kenneth F a r r, vice - president; Utah.
will be called "The Library Shelf,"
jrld it would contain little credit)
Gregg Phifer, club president, and
will be used one year before be
Biddick also won the second ex
at my movements to the chair of
coming part of the general col
Dr. Werner, sponsor of the local t e m p o r a n e o u s s p e a k i n g c o n t e s t
vernment will be accompanied
organization. A tentative limit of taken by students at the Stockton
lection. They will be kept in a
feelings not unlike those of a
special place in the library, to be
twenty-five has been placed upon Junior College. The first was the
[prit who is going to the place
designated later.
the dinner, so the rule is "first victory Bill Russell, Biddick's for
his execution; so unwilling am
come, first served." Tickets are mer colleague who recently died
Among the books that will be
Radio Stage produces "The Piece
in the evening of a life nearly
purchased at an parly date, are:
fifty cents.
in a Berkeley hospital, scored at
of String" from the Campus Studio When There Is No Peace," by
sumed in public cares, to quit
Redlands last year.
VANNUCCINI SPEAKS
eaceful abode for an ocean of
The extempore subject, "Modern tonight at 7:30. "The Piece of H F. Armstrong: "North of the
Professor Louis J. Vannuccini of
iculties, without that competEducation,"
evidently
appealed String," one of Guy de Maupas Danube," by Erskine Caldwell;
the Italian Department of the Col
ly of political skill, abilities, and
both
to
Biddick
and
to
Orville sant's most famous short stories, The Wild Palms," by William
lege of the Pacific and Stockton
lination, which are so necessary
Fletcher,
junior
at
the
College
of will be dramatized by Eugene Min- Faulkner; "With Malice Toward
High School spoke to the Inter
Some," by Margaret Halsey; "Mein
manage the helm."
the
Pacific,
who
finished
second
national Affairs Club on the sub
son, Dick Mirski, Marion Akers, Kampf," by Adolf Hitler; "Model
in
the
same
contest.
Richard
ject of Italy's ambitions, her
Memoirs," by Stephen Leacock;
Dick Briggs, and Glenn Tanner.
foreign policies, her government, Moore of Pasadena Junior College
:ld have held the thirteen "sov'Not Peace, But A Sword," by
The
World
Today
will
be
heard
took
third.
and her relations with the United
iign" states together during
Vincent Sheean; "Our Battle," by
Monday at 11:15 a. m.
2-1 DECISION
States.
se early years under the new
Hendrik Van Loon; and "Days of
The finals in debate were fought
Taking a hopeful attitude toward
Musical Portraits features the Our Years," by Van Paassen.
ernment. It is to Washington's
the whole situation, Professor Van- out between a team from Los An- life of Robert Schumann Tuesday OTHER AUTHORS
rnal credit that he succeeded.
nuccini said, "The crisis has not geles City College, Romaine Field- at 2:00. The program will be
Jl precedent for future presidents
Other leading authors who will
passed, but it has changed from ing and Bruce Gordon ,and the combination of dramatized parts be represented include Hildegard
Is Washington's Neutrality Procnegative to positive." With the local representatives. Biddick and of Schumann's life and his immor Hawthorne, Frazier Hunt, Joseph
cnation, announcing that the new
liquidation of the Versailles Treaty Fuller won a two-to-one decision, tal music. Musical Portraits is a Henry Jackson, J. A. Lomax, Andre
tion would stay out of the quarcame a very hopeful change for I Also rather successful in the new program conducted from the Malraux, D. G. Mason, Clifford
Is between England and the
the better.
tournament proper was the Stock- Conservatory taking the place of Odets, I. J. Singer, L. P. Smith, and
•ench Revolutionists.
the Radio Committee for the Gras,
Discussing the French refusal to ton Junior College freshman corn- Pacific Musicale, the Conserva Edith Boiling Wilson.
announced that a half-hour spot meet Italy's "just demands upon bination of
Allen Breed and tory's previous radio feature.
For the time being the fee will
tub" Harvey could write an en- from 10:30 to 11:00 p. m. had been Tunisia and other territory, he said Claude Hogan, though their record
Book Parade will be heard at be five dollars a year or five cents
I i -e column with expressions made obtained over KWG, with a good that there was a real danger of of three victories out of five starts
11:00 and Campus Correspondent a day. Anyone interested should
(nous the nation over by radio chance of releasing the program war if France continued her "stub- was not quite good enough to
at 2:00 on Wednesday.
see Mr. Gerould.
omedians" and other well-known to the seven-station network of the born" refusal to meet the demands I qualify for competition beyond the
"Consumers Cooperatives," writ
id well-remunerated artists.
California Radio System.
Final for territorial concession. Italy's |opening series of five rounds,
ten by Gladys Bartholomew, is to
First comes the salutation, and decision on the network hook-up internal policy of self-sufficiency,
Victorious in women's debate be featured by Pacific Symposium
at's an obvious snap. Think a will be made next week.
as well as the Spanish Civil War in over a relatively small field was next Thursday at 2:30. The pro
'jment! Kay Kyser addresses the
relation to Italian intervention, the team of Edith Baker and gram will discuss the birth, growth
QUEEN
CANDIDATES
mates of his College of Musical
were discussed both in Professor Hazel Morton from Bakersfield and present importance of the
Also this week came announce Vannucclni's paper and in the Junior College. Second place in
nowledge as "Students." (Please
consumer's cooperative movement
i's not have anyone remark that ment of three candidates for the question period afterwards.
the women's section went to Reed- Doris Hancock and Martin Pulich
•vould be inappropriate to apply queenship of the Gras. They were
As a concluding note, he pro- jey Junior College,
wilj assist with the presentation of
at term to Inmates of the College Junan Bronzich, Mu Zeta Rho; tested against the suggestion that
Women's extemporaneous speak- the script.
Jimmie
Woods,
Women's
Dorm;
the Pacific.)
America and Italy were or could ing saw Hazel Morton of BakersYesterday, Pacific Symposium
When "Ex" time comes along, Effie Calderwood, Manor Hall. This become enemies, condemning some field Junior College repeat her de- presented "Military Preparedness
e cry on a hundred campuses is the first time that Manor Hall columnists who indulge in "Italy- Late victory by taking home the —Asset or Liability to World
ou can say "campi" if you want has ever entered a contestant in baiting" ^as hypocrites and un- extemp cup as well. Following the Peace," a program written by
t-we won't!) is identical.
I'll the election for queen.
American.
I second-place Stanford University Theodore and Wooarow Eschwig.
By BUFORD BUSH
*
Other women's living groups on
iw 'em down!" Afterwards, some
representative was Lois Archibald, The script was read by the Eschwig
(In Collaboration With
unless you have too" (which brings
w of us ejaculate with Jack Bar- the campus are expected to make
freshman at the Stockton Junior brothers and John Fanucchi. Carl
Grant Colllver)
up the question—"when is neces
'Ur of One Man's Family fame, their choices later this week. The
Fuller
did
the
announcing.
College.
Whiskers!
sity?") "Don't start shaving early
loggone it!" as the blue books deadline for regal entries has been
This radio schedule will be fol
Modern man's most troublesome, because it becomes a misery" (but
1 ORATORY RESULTS
trie back with caustic comment, pushed forward to Tuesday, Feb
A Cooperatives Discussion group,
constant problfem may be summed on the other hand, if you don'
Kitegawa of Stanford University lowed throughout the semester.
:—
rs.
o
ihers more fortunate than the ruary 21.
up in that one word. For Pacific she'll make it miserable anyway) a project of the S. C. A., will meet
I won first place in the oratory con
All candidates will be presented
A Columbia University cloakr males, like all others, the art of
st have the undoubted and unweekly starting next Tuesday at
test with a discussion of Japanese
Shaving is one of the most use
fealleled
pleasure
of
having in Assembly, March 2, on which
In the drive to bring more mem- persecution in California. The stu- room attendant who had been whacking 'em off is the cause for less, expensive, and time-consum 8 p. m. The purpose of this club
date the election will be held.
will be to educate students on the
tumped the experts."
bers into the Pacific Student As- dent body president of Reedley employed by the university for much controversy.
ing pastimes ever devised" (spoken
Identity of the queen will remain a
Grant Colliver has expectations of like a gentleman and a revolution principles of cooperatives, with an
sociation, the PSA Executive Com- J. C. finished second, with Moore 28 years left that institution $500
secret until the night of the Mardi
in her will.
outlook to development of a move
shaving and because he didn't wish ist).
mittee decided in meeting Wednes- of Pasadena J. C., third,
id it is up to us to keep pace (for
Gras.
ment on the campus.
to
adopt
the
wrong
method,
we
of
day
night
to
limit
the
distribution
Sole
woman
entry
to
reach
the
|ce is a wonderful thing, as the
One strong soul even favors the
Costumes, which will be placed at of the PACIFIC WEEKLY to stu- finals in oratory was Edith Baker
This organization will be a con
fer
here
the
results
of
the
poll
of
ishman and Father Divine agree).
return to style of the beard. We
the disposal of PSA members in dent body card holders.
the campus he took which shows couldn't go into Women's Hall with tinuance of a similar club which
of Bakersfield J. C., who thereby
We've often felt that studio audi
Anderson Hall, beginning Febru
what the local college man—in his this poll, but we feel certain that, began last semester, headed by
The committee also considered took home the women's oratory
oes are the most docile in the
ary 27, are being obtained from the proposal of Trevor Griffiths to trophy. Her speech was entitled
b.etter moments—does in his per although the manly beard might Kenny Farr.
Jrld. Studio announcers hold up
The group expects to study co
Goldstein's Costumery in San Fran charge admission to all non-mem- "I Favor the Villains."
sonal adaptation of the rite and art make the feminine heart do jitter
There
e sign, "Applause"; the audience
operatives on other college cam
cisco. Minimum rental fees will be bers of the student body at the were too few women entered in
of
shaving.
bug time, it would have an entirely puses as well as national and
iplauds. Some of the so-called
charged.
First, according to the poll, there different effect on the fair femin
Mardi Gras. Final decision on this oratory to justify the creation of
imor which they applaud "pre
AN OPEN LETTER:
foreign cooperatives. The problem
o
a
are 150 men on the campus—that is ine face. (Or have you never "raswill be made next week, following
separate section, so men and
sides analysis," to put it mildly.
"Pacific's Premiere" is a
of success of student cooperatives
"he"
men
that
shave.
The
re
a
more
detailed
report
by
Griffiths,
women
competed
together.
We have, however, only admirasled" with a hair mattress?). May will be a major subject for discuss
thing of the past, and there is
mainder
either
do
not
wish
to
be
Present PSA membership totals PANEL DISCUSSION
)n for some of the poor, hardbe there is need for a female poll ion.
nothing left but a sheaf of
catalogued or arc preshavers or on the "Cause and Effect of Whis
just north oi 800 and the budget
Carl Fuller was not quite able
orking, much-abused script writworn out scripts, a case of
A1 Lynch and Irvin Grubbs have
just plain little shavers. Among kers."
is in for a thirty per cent slash un- to repeat his colleague's extempo
s who find in their labor only
badly jangled nerves, and a
been especially prominent In try
the men the Sophs lead with 59,
less more members are obtained raneous speaking victory in panel
oderate fortune and no slight
pair of worn out shoes, to
ing to get this cooperative group
HOW TIMES CHANGE!
within the next two weeks.
discussion competition. His rating
followed by the Frosh, 41; Juniors,
uch of the accolade which is
remind one that it really
As to methods of procedure, the started again this year. Those in
f "excellent" left him Grassmueck
29;
Seniors,
15;
and
Graduates,
6.
The
committee
voted
to
set
aside
°
According to statistics released
happened. Speaking for- our
battle waged wickedly among the terested are urged to watch the
Pasadena J. C. and Meers of
FACULTY OUT
whole staff, I would like to
bulletin for announcements for the
One enterprising script man by Miss Ellen M. Deering, assis a separate account for the Mardi
wets, the drys, and the slickers,
The Faculty wasn't consulted.
extend my sincere thanks to
ought up this little bit which tant register, registration in the Gras and made -an appropriation |bakersfield J. C. for second place
or specifically, the safety razor place of next Tuesday's meeting.
Borden of U. C. L. A. won the
Such questions are just not asked
all who helped make It a real
tight our ear the other night, College of the Pacific this semes- of $800 for the carnival.
o
wlelderS, the electric shavers and
panel
discussion
trophy.
Next meeting of the Ex. Commit
of them because after all some of
success. Many comments have
e described a gangster as "so totals 371, with registrations still
the brave souls with the straight
Reaction to this innovation was
them do have eight o'olocks and
come in, and these should be
ugh he gave the IT. S. twenty- coming irf. To date the men out tee will be held next Monday at
edge. The wets, nine brands of
rather favorable, many feeling
number
the
women
by
a
total
of
evidently
there
is
nothing
like
an
shared
with
all
of
those
who
9
p.
m.
ur hours to get out."
that the discussions progressed in
safeties with Gillette leading 6 to
o
worked on the show.
early morning scraping contest to
• -'"Hold on, Mr. and Mrs. America, 25, with 198 men and 173 women
interest
and
worth
as
the
three
1, defeated the drys, using eleven
Registering for graduate work in
Naturally, it is impossible
dampen the spirits.
Approximately one-half of the.
ill be back in a flash with a
types led by Schick as a 2 to 1
For the coming series with the
8
ec'
the College of the Pacific spring studen t s t h a t e n t e r c o l l e°g e © a c h 1
to
see
everyone
personally,
so
Of
the
150
questioned,
88
live
at
tsh."
I The
TVic TTIok
KrsAx College of Ag
Utah Branch
favorite, by a score of 82 to 51. Fresno State hoopsters, a student
semester are several well-known year will not graduate.
I would like to take this
home, 22 in Mens' Hall, 19 in the
riculture was snowbound south of
The slickers, delighting the ferns body rally under the direction of
junior college and high school in
means of thanking the mem
frats, and 21 fight for life in a
the Tehachapi Mountains in South
[ combining humor and history structors from this section of the
with the skin you love to touch, Ernie Atkinson will be held during
bers of the Band, Orchestra,
boarding house.
ern California for around 15 hours
/ ve got us going—though, gentle
numher only nine devotees to "the Assembly hour next Thursday,
A
Capella
Choir,
in
fact
every
State.
The poll, therefore, gives a cross
Their large delegation arrived late
flj'iuler, our sincere hope is that
closest and the cleanest shave'
February 23.
From the Sacramento Junior
one who had anything to do
section of the college viewpoint on
Thursday after all the first day's
The assembly of March 2 will be
' U may find some slight consola- College are Horace Child and
However, for general purposes,
with the broadcast. The Stu
the processes of preparing the face
activities hadj been completed.
, /'in at our failure—for the second Frederick J. Pribble; from the
the wets fall before the united highlighted by Miss Helen M.
dent Body cooperated splen
for public inspection. (In some in
Nevada University's large dele
Cj flight week—to include any of McClatchy Senior High School are
front of the drys because they can't Grant, who is to speak on the Am
Ways and means of distri- ]
didly, not only in turning out
stances it's not only downright
gation
of
.
nine
teams
never
showed
Eiselen's humor. That is, "I Robert S. Fraser, Theodore de Po
seem to settle the question of how sterdam Conference of Christian
buting the PACIFIC WEEK
for the program, but in their
cross, but verges on being just
up for the tournament, evidently
e, I hope, I hope . . ." "And I lo and Frances Milnes, the last
to wet the beard down. Is it to be Youth. Miss Grant is a delegate
LY will be the main topic of
actions while they were there.
plain disgusted.)
so
much
delayed
by
the
snow
that
you."
brushless, cream or soap? Molle of the planning committee for the
two being counselors in that
the
Publication
Committee
Again I say, thanks to you all
UNQUOTABLE REMARKS
they felt it worthless to continue
leads the ten types of brushless World Conference In July, and is
Without your help, "Pacific's
school; from the Stockton High
meeting in the WEEKLY of
Unfortunately, the poll included
their journey to Stockton.
4 to 1, while the eight cream brands associated with the Y. W. C. A,
Premiere" wouldn't be the
but the restless have ever School faculty comes Pete McCain
fice this afternoon at one
a request for remarks on shaving,
Despite
these
defections,
the
find Palmolive on top 2 to 1. The of San Francisco.
America. The
quiet Gustine High School, Vernon E
pleasant memoiy it is.
o'clock. Every member of the
As can be expected some had to be
The program will be given under
tournament was the largest one
soapers, thirteen in all, favor stickSincerely,
I
_ H" Sited, the contented, the peace McNamara; and from the Wheat
committee is expected to at
censored, but the remainder are
the auspices of the S. C. A. Mis,
of its kind that the College of
John
Crabbe
land
High
School,
Harold
Hutchin
Iaf #11 minds are still in the old coun
tend this important confab.
herewith presented: "Don't shave
•jc
Continued on Page 2 Joyce Jacoby is in charge.
the Pacific has ever sponsored.
son.
-Pearl S. Buck.
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Gim Ling Cafe
Scene; Chinese
Pastor May Speak

FOR

i;

BIDDSCK, FULLER STAR
IN LOCAL TOURNEY
Debate, Extemp Trophies Captured By
C. 0. P.-S. J. C. Entries; 16 Schools Compete

Radio Stage
On Tonight

w Men

jst Think,

Senior Rings
Go On Sale

PACIFIC'S BIG, LITTLE
SHAVERS RESPOND TO
POLL (NOT BARBER'S!)

Old-Fashioned "Wets" Still Lead Electric "Drys;"
Women THE Reason For Scraping 'Em Off

WEEKLY To
Be Limited

S.C.A. Group To
Discuss College
Cooperatives

Time Marches On" . . .

J. CRABBE
EXTENDS
THANKS

C.O.P. Registration
Totals 371;
Many Graduates

Fresno Rally Next
Thursday Assembly

hese Efforts . . . .

PUB. COMM.
MEETING

Quote

Weekly Feature © Editorial Page
PACIFIC WEEKLY, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1939

was the topic of a recent torrid "Tiger Rag" debate.
Until last Saturday, it appeared that the subject did
not need amplification to the student body at large.
It seemed that unsportsmanlike action had been the
business of a few, but after the second Nevada game,
that opinion bears revision. Inimical gestures and
vocalizing were engaged in by a substantial part of
the student body last Saturday.
Granted that the officiating in the Nevada series
was not all that it might have been, there was no
legitimate reason for the rooting section to get out
of control. The paper wad incident was minor (al
though it might have been important), but the booing
was something to remember—not so much the heck
ling of the officials, but the blast directed at opposing
players. The referees are being paid for their work,
take "a ride" as a matter of course. But the players
are strictly amateur (we hope) and are subject to se
vere strain without pay. Discourtesy to such a player
in the heat of a game is inexcusable.
Loyalty to Pacific does not mean disrespect for
an opponent. Winning is pleasant work, but if you
can't get it, there is nothing to be gained by besmirch
ing your own reputation, which is the primary thing
accomplished by unsportsmanlike conduct. Victory
at any cost may be a fine creed for Fascist dictators,
but has no place in the attitude of an American stu
dent body when it comes to basketball, or any other
sport.
Tonight the Tiger cagers will play their final
home game of the season with the Aggies as their
opponent. It will be the last big chance this season
for the Pacific rooting section to really blast. Yel
all you can—for the Tigers. That kind of vocalizing
needs and deserves volume. But regardless how the
game goes, show respect for the visiting Aggies anc
stifle those boos.
Win, lose or draw, let's have the Aggies leave
here with the opinion that Pacificites are "all right.
Remember, the Tigers play elsewhere, too, and the
Golden Rule still holds.
(Oh, yes, and you might meet the "refs" on
dark street some day!)

CAMPUS STUDIO
of the College of the Pacific deserves the heartiest
congratulations upon the successful beginning of a
new semester, a semester which all connected with
Pacific radio broadcasting hope and believe will be
the "greatest ever."
Professor Crabbe has not onlv indulged in some
literal "window-dressing" by installing very goodlooking orange curtains, but" has also installed quite
a bit of the newest and best equipment. Examples
of the latter more substantial progress are furnished
by the new RCA mikes, which have made an instan
taneous hit with all who have used them.
Yore important than the new equipment, of
course, is the affiliation with KWG. Let's hope that
through the change Pacific's dream of a network
broadcast from her annual Mardi Gras, as well as
other unfulfilled projects of past years, may be car
ried to fruition.
So here s a bouquet of chrysanthemums—or what
ever he likes best—to Pacific's radio voice, John
Crabbe.—G. P.

HOLD YOUR NOSE
if you have to, when you dive in the PSA swimming
pool from now on, but it really isn't necessary. You
can swallow as much water as you want to — the
durned thing's paid for now. Final payment on the
swimming pool was made by the student body to the
o ege of the Pacific this week, thereby ending a
two and a half year siege of payments and makrng
the pool exclusive property of the Pacific Student
Association. The brain-child of Max Childress stu
,,c ""=•
dent
"•
r,,n t body
v" "president
i , ,in, 35-36,
has finally
come to
full fruition, and the baby is all yours, Mr. and Mrs.
(to legitimatize the metaphor)-Pacific. Next sten- a
new gymnasium and clubhouse

BOUQUETS ARE
herewith tossed to the Faculty and the Seniors for
the fine show they put on Tuesday. In the opinion
of most of the old-timers" around Pacific, this year's
extravaganza surpassed them all. At least, nothing
funnier has ever been seen at'C. O. P. The outcome
of the game, as usual in Faculty-Senior embroglios
meant nothing—it was the spirit of the thing that'
counted. The Faculty hoopers played their custo
mary high-grade^ brand of ball, but, more important
they let their hair down—all the way—to the floor'
No punches were pulled by the pedants in their at
tempt to show, once and for all, that bookworms can
turn, too. They put on a first-class display of foolish
frivolity that had pop-eyed students in the aisles.
They proved beyond a shadow of anyone's skepticism
that PROFS ARE HUMAN, something Darwin ne
glected to reveal, and solidified faculty-student feel'n£-

Verily, there is nothing so reassuring to a student
as the sight of his professor making an ass of himself,
and having a good time doing it. Or, as Confucius
(or somebody) once said, a sense of humor bridges
a lot of gaps!

—By BASTIAN ^iiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiaiiiiHniiniiiiiiiniiiiniiiiiiiiiniiiiinniniiinnriiiiiiina
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By GLADYS HUGHES

Again we come to you with
a sort of literary hodge-podge
We can't give this little epic
theme. There just "ain't nons no
how." We will admit this week's
selection is not too prepossessing,
but most of the books will while
away an hour or two.
COLLEGE HISTORY
First of our selection for the
week is TOWER WITH IVORY
by Minnie Hite Moody. This is
all about a college and a town
that grew up together through
the years. A man founds a town
and a college, and we trace the
history of his family and his col
lege from pioneer days to modern
times. The family is a peculiar
one, and it3 advertures are any
thing but prosaic.
The only thing we didn't like
about the story was its ending,
which was vague and dangling
Up to that point the story is
getting somewhere. Despite the
petered-out ending, we recommend
it, however, for the soothing at
mosphere and fine descriptive ma
terial. For
that contemplative
hour or so.

WHIRL
By TWINCHELL

1 By "STUB"

Cat's
Whisker

RUG <
CUTTINGS
By Sapiro

gnniiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiHiiiHiiiHiiiinmiiiimiiiiiiiiiiP

OFF HIS BEAT!
A favorite columnist in the Pa
cific Weekly is going haywire. Last
SHAW COMING WEST
week his copy resembled that
The best news that has co
which migh be adjudged as radio
in to your Cutter concerns the
or "rug cutting" news. What's the
mon clarinetist, Artie Shaw, , i,f .
matter, no advice to the love
1
his solid outfit. They're start
lorn?)
Woof Coast t! ,!ildp
on a tour to the West
RADIO NEWS RETURNING!
should be in these parts aroLY
This headline sounds like an idle
the middle of March.
' tD'1 '..
With KATE
prediction, but "The Cat's Whis
The reason for the tour cot',,
ker" calmly predicts that news LATEST DEVELOPMENTS
from the fact that Robert Be/' tne "r
papers will bring their radio news
Over the stage, from now 'till ley must be in Hollywood
gecl , o
11
columns back into the open by
its presentation, the only thought movie work, and the Old Gold . e^' '
the end of this year. Last week
gram will be aired from Los /, ti'
end gave "The Cat's Whisker" an concerning every member of the geles. This show is too good'Ic Ha'1 1
opportunity to talk the "siteth-ia- cast and crew is directed toward thing to let go, and Artie's ha'Y.i.taY'^
..ntata"
tion" over with a few newsmen making the GHOST OF YANKEE lers are trying to line up a s;: 5 .»«
and, unofficially, they are of the DOODLE the best job of the sea for the band while they're on •? ™rK cl :
1
,i,«
same mind. Reason: Circulation son. And with the best grounds Coast.
the ei
figures are dropping.
It looks to us as If the Palom"' '°c;ected { :
possible—this will be the on© hun
PACIFIC PREMIERE RESULTS dredth Little Theatre production in L. A., will snap up Sha'/ ^Je L°s
bunch just as they did Goodnr " j
John Crabbe, Pacific's dynamic directed by De Marcus Brown.
,itcn.
There is every reason to believe a few years back. B. G. built ;
radio director, is busy this week
r
reading and answering "fan" mail, that it will be, too, because not his reputation tremendously at t;
concerning Pacific's recent debut only is the play beautifully writ spot because the airings are j # r p , e - 'ial
over the California Radio System ten, but the cast is what would about the best in the counts ,he year
'1
Franklin Wilbur of KMJ, pro be called "all-star" in Hollywood. Here's hoping that Shaw's brilliker
gram director, listened in and Those seen during a brief visit to crew gets this opportunity, 1'
rehearsal include Shay Barnett, cause they certainly deserve a If/1)
John received a fine letter
congratulations and best wishes John Grabbe, Dick Mirski, Toni of credit for the fine work they I ^
. Ikl
Rifberg, Claribel Coffman, Bobbin b e e n t u r n i n g o u t r e c e n t l y .
from this former Pacificite.
Gay Peck, Gene Minson, Bud My HERE'S A PROJECT
I
NATIONS REQUEST SWING
ers, Bob Lansing, Bill Ramsey, A1
And, while we're still spealtll
According to word from NBC in
Miller, Marcia Lou Brown, and of Shaw, someone should start li
New York, Germany, Italy, Poland
Marion Akers. There are more, bying around the management! conserve'1 :
and France are all asking for
but this sample will suffice for the local Cocoanut Grove to |(-s will b« th'
more re-broadcasts of American
now. How about a real turnout the Shavian cats for a local
cven!
swing programs. Transcriptions of
on the part of youse guys and gals sion. If that band doesn't jam T ? K ;fj C Auditor;various popular swing programs
to celebrate a real occasion?
place to the rafters, nothing w „ciock.
in the United States are being sent PERSONALS
So—Artie Shaw at the Cocoa* L jean MoT
foreign networks for playing. Italy
Every morning at seven fifteen Grove or bust! We got Krupa |Lemucca.
is especially interested in Ameri
we of the strong and loyal hearts there, and we can do the sa| ianist of Sfca's swing music. (Attention-For
arise early enough to tune in on for Shaw.
Y
wprano tr<
eign Relations Committee.)
HOWARD THURSTON dishing
Still more good news! Chf" an j^yd, piSPEAKING OF BANDS
out news over KWG. Aren't we Webb and Ella Fitzgerald
l( \
Coo
1
Harry James, famous Benny proud of our boy? This should be open at the Shalimar Bowl in S VemezCamilla
Goodman
trumpet player,
has only the beginning.
Francisco on April fifteenth, iff?„
'Hot started a band of his own and will
Is it too late to offer a Valen w i l l b e t h e f i r s t t i m e o n t h e C c s S ' — i . & n j a
OiMand;
be radio-casting soon. Benny Pol tine to TONI RIFEBERG in the for the diminutive drummer a
lack claims he discovered James.
shape of an admiring figure ask his buxom step-daughter. It lotp1. from Oak!
Sapiro, and his Pacific swing- ing how in the name of sense she as though things are definitely an will be
to Braghetta, Ed
sters, will invade the society of manages to be an active member the downbeat for spring.
Tanforan Saturday night, tomor of A Capella, a very active mem
Benny Goodman staged auditic Hiss Co
row, when he plays at the Cali ber of the Theatre, a hard little for
trumpeter to take HaY for Mr. Hobson
fornia Country Club. Not only is worker in the Cub House, and James' place in the brass sectift'llr®e'or edmlaol
the band going to put on the "dog' such a swell person combined?
After
exhaustive
examinatioj-1 is)nv^(d 10
but he reports he's going to give
After all the discussion concern Benny picked (by coincidence,!
the elite a "run" for their money. ing DICK MIRSKI'S beautuous course), a trumpet man nam Bartholomew, Mr beginning for a beard, it's a won Irving Goodman to carry on. Nptrly Wright, BeSIGNS CONTRACT
Pacific radio fans will soon be der he wouldn't divulge the rea Benny has practically a famm Caswell arid G a
Or are we supposed to band with brother Harry on bai made slsteie in V.
hearing one of their own from son.
guess? . . . (Signed, Puzzled).
brother Irving on trumpet ahritjr at an lmpressK
New York, via Metropolitan Opera
JOE DOWNEY'S after-the-play himself on clarinet.
t jjght.
Company stage. Douglas Beattie
Who says there isn't any mon
baritone, and at one time a stu parties are fast becoming a tradi
Mannie Klein, wj.
dent here in '25 to '27, signed tion Every one is beginning to in music?
take it for granted that apres the plays in the Mat Malneck bandM| M Q P P
"Met" contract this week.
Saturday night performance there Paramount Studios, Is reported!
I
WELCOMES WEEKLYITES
will be the big cookie jar and rest be getting $400 a week. Th
It was nice to get an invitation of the fixin's waiting for the mob dough in any business!
from the Golden Gate Interna to come in and unlax. This type
IN CONCLUSION
-I' .he who w, "
tional Exposition publicity depart of tradition is the kind there
Well, that's all for thjs wet- bow
ment this week, inviting Pacific's ought to be more of!
gates. Record levlevrs In nt[m/r
editors and reporters to the San
o
week's edition. And a s a p a r t i ; t )
Francisco Fair. It would have
thought, that Twinchell Is n<
been a lot more convincing if a
ing more or less than a hijac!
few passes had been included in
of my stuff about swing. If
the letter.
Continues From Page 1 sip weren't such a dirty busim
MARATHON CONTRACT
your Cutter would reciprocate I
Thirty-five writing a column in that ve
You are going to hear "Bing" ing with Williams.
p
Crosby at least for ten years long males questioned aren't particular But, it's too much work, so
"UPS
er, if a recent contract he signed but are perfectly willing to abide forget about the whole thli
with his sponsor for that length by their room-mates choice.
Twinch, ole boy.
Nllal China
of time means anything. That is BEEK STEAK FACE
The girls, again, are a prime in
the longest term contract ever
fluence on the necessity of shav
signed in radio.
ing. Many campus males are in
THE WRITER'S FRIEND
consistent, reserving the rite for
TED MALONE, of "Between the state occasions." Others use elec
Bookends" fame, an NBC feature, trics because it avoids "beefsteak
established via radio last Tuesday face" and is "easier on the hide."
afternoon, an American Thesaurus On only one point do the males
of Writings, which will be situ
reach almost complete unanimity.
ated at William Jewel College in
Ninety-nine and forty-four one-hunLiberty, Missouri. Mr. Malone has
dredths per cent give their all at the
Last week I told you about t {;
long been considered radio's sindating call—to the safety razor.
weather forecaster who had to
cerest friend of the professional
If Grant Colliver will heed some sign his job because the weat
and amateur writer. Rich or poor,
advice, we recommend that he not didn't agree with him. And w:
young and old, Christian or athe
ist, everybody, can send his or disturb the down, for shaving is a he died they put on his tombstef
the appropriate epitaph: "Doubtf
her own writings to this great terrible bother, but to hold tight
M. R.j
storehouse and be sure that their and await the arrival of the beard. probably warmer."
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Clay Modelers
Sling Mud
Few political campaigns ever in
dulged in mud-slinging to the ex
tent the elementary crafts class,
under Miss Ward, did last week
when they were introduced to the
art of clay-modeling.
The first exercise was to model
a bowl in "mud." The only thing
which everyone in class ended up
with was a pair of dirty hands.
But they will work and learn
Until they do, here's mud in your
eyes!

to L. A., Oregon or Fresno ... or
Opening the notebook again, we "geeping" by the geepers on foot
find slim pickings on the present ball trips ... or Coach Stagg com
ing back from Chi trying on
day situation.
Maybe it's the
Adamina's derby ... or the beg
Methusalah-like complex one gets gar act Tully Knoles put on
after being around here so long or anything the Bavas do . . . all
that people get tired of saying the life is in the faculty . . . Doc
hello every day. Maybe it's not Werner in the skit the profs put
such a fallacy that things aren't on last year ... or Eiselen's
like they used to be and that the poems . . . Gad! there's tradition
freshmen are all getting smaller . . . there's the stuff that you
and less colorful. Maybe it's that remember from college . . . the
all pleasant interests appear in old timers and the profs . . . well
abstract form, either in anticipa maybe I'm just getting old .
tion or recollection, and being dunno.
such a long-beard I live in my
THINGS I'D LIKE TO SEE
reverie. Well, the notebookturns before I get too old and begin to
back the pages:
erode. . . . Prof. Bawden's model
BEST OF THE WEEK ... is home when it is finally built .
the! news that the Mardi Gras is with no windows . . . and all the
a week closer for that's getting scientific touches ... or a PacificTHE CHILDREN'S HOUR
to be the high spot of the * year Yale game . . . with A. A. at the
One of the most eerie murder in Bengaltown . . . the new C. O helm ... or a Pacific team that
mysteries we've read in a long P. radio hookup . . . although would upset the predictions of cer
time is Kay Cleaver Straham's their announcers take away some tain fat-headed columnists in the
HOBGOBLIN MURDERS.
The of our best deals along the fem Chronicle ... a student revolu
background is most peculiar, and inine line . . . motion pictures of tion ... a New Student Union
the murderer will astonish you England at Miss Breniman's home (Only D. Bentley, and M. Greenno end. This is a nice gory little
. England, where the grass is blatt will get this but it's worth
piece, not unlike Poe in some of greener and the sheep whiter .
an inch) . . . Students crying
his more horrible moods.
even the black ones. . . . Genetti "Speech, Speech" when Dean OrRECOMMENDED . STANDARDS
and the little blonde with the cute ton is introduced in assembly ,
An old one, but one that we're nose ... a good-looking duo in a society "dig" column with a
rather fond of is John Gals Wilkinson and Dunstan . . .
really anonymous author . . , an
worthy's ONE MORE RIVER. harm in saying that much .
old fashioned "eskimo pie" ^ . . a
This is the third or fourth time the Stockton Cub basketball team home-cooked Italian dinner .
. the Faculty-Senior game for in front of me . . . five more "Joe
we've read this opus, but it never
fails to delight us. The last book that matter . . . and the book, Babes" enter Pacific eligible for
of a master of English fiction, archie and mehatabel by Don Mar sports . . . Oklahoma day in Mo
the novel is not considered one quis . . . written by a cockroach desto . . . the faculty play
of his best, but for wealth of who can't make caps so the book basketball game with the frosh contributions will not be denied
characterization and veddy, veddy is in lower case . . . which cock on roller skates ... a glamor girl a place. Any time you or I, with
English atmosphere it cawn't be roach also interviews a mummy f o r M a r d i G r a s Q u e e n . . . a sincere intentions and purpose,
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pad
beat. If you haven't read it, you who has been "dying" for a glass rushee with a thonsand-a-week al wish to visit this library, it will be
of beer for four thousand years lowance and a Lincoln Zephyr . . our privilege. There we will find Student Association. Entered as second class matter October 34, If
certainly should.
. don't miss it ... or Gunga Kingfish in a corset . . . some a great cross section of the writ at the Postoffice, Stockton, California, under the Act of March 8, l:
The finger admonishes and hav
Din with two of the best who one smoke a cigar in the Cub ings of various periods in our Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in Si
ing waggled, moves on . . .
tion 1103, October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924.
To read Joseph Hergesheimer is have ever graced the pavements house ... the Ad Building catch modern day history, as well as
to read a master of American fic of Hollywood, Vic McLaglen and on fire at eight o'clock some morn- those of the past, all because some
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE $1.50 A YEAR
tion, and JAVA HEAD, one of his Cary Grant ... or the song, of 'nK • • . two Twinchell columns one who was interested in the
the
week,
"Deep
Purple."
writers of his day made it possi
written for advance use.
iota
Hi inti—
MS9
best novels, is a fine example
EVENTS MORE RECENT that ble. College students should thank
of his art. This is the story of
HERE'S TO PEOPLE WHO DO
Salem in the days of the clipper CRAZY THINGS . . . which are are still buzzing are the FACULTY- Mr. Malone for this wonderful
ships, and the atitiosphere and not always so crazy in the long SENIOR tiff Wherein Jake the idea, an idea which only a true
For Advertising Rates, Write or See Manager.
background are intensely inter run ... as long as one is happy Great Jacobs let fly a high pass friend of the writers could have
. like when the Glutz club to Fenix which he overthrew . . . made a reality.
esting. Captain Jeremy Ammidon
RICHARD EAT
BELL BECKER
brings his Manchu wife home to burned their cross in the dining and Which went through the hoop
Manager
Editor
live at Java Head, the family resi hall ... or someone painted the on the way . . . which won the
Phone 9-9121 or 2Phone 9-9121 or 3-2234
dence. and staVts a, great deal of sorority circle light . . . the pil darned game . . . and Benl Bava
dramatic action in staid and grimage at the foot of the stairs who must have thought he was
shocked Sa.lem. Try it for fic of Archania exam week . , . the playing old-fashioned rugby
STAFF
Hobohemians who used to sit up and Wen^er who must not have
tion at its most delightful.
NEWS: Editorr-rGregg Rhifer.
It s great, fun because it's so
Copy Desk and Rewrite—Bob Wilkinson, Janet McGianis.' I
H you can get through all this all night with a bottie of "vin" thought . . . but it was fun . . . absolutely different from anything
In a week and still keep up with at Cook's place last year and dis and Pacific's traditions are not else we've ever done in this coun Stegall.
Reporters: Ronnie Smith, Betty Brocklehurst, Jessie HaaB
cuss Bernard Shaw ... or the gone as long as they turn out that
your classes, you're a genius . ,
try," was one of the enthusiastic
and no genius reads this column. fireside chats at John's across
ALSO the Wednesday remarks of Miss Betty Blodgett in Charlotte Peterson, Kathryn MacDonald, Clio Abercrombie, G
Scheere, Jack Hidy, Gladys Sanguinetti, Laura Lou Childs, Betty 1
Next week we'll try to dish up the way . . . where a north-of- flash, which by now must be old
her address on "Youth Hostels" Parker, Oliver Malcolmsen, Norman Lamb.
a bit of hospital and adventure Hollywood Blvd. apartment existed news, that Miss Olive Kmger, during Assembly yesterday.
fiction for those of you who inside the deceptive walls of the known often in these spaces as
SOCIETY: Editor—Betty Dixon.
Miss Blodgett of Mt. Holyoke
like your light fiction feather Storm House ... or the Culture "Dutchle," is wearing the diamond
Reporters: Jane Jordan, Lois Wheeler, Frances Hull, Janet Bah
College,
has
traveled
extensively
by
Club
of
last
year
...
or
Woody
of
Dean
Banta
of
KWG.
.
.
.
No,
weight. Tailyho . . .
way of youth hostels and has had Marguerite Etzel. Barbara Caswell, Pat Carson.
and
Hawley,
the
greatest
Rhizites
he's not a prof. ... and things like
o
who ever lived . . . with their Cash & Norton, Inc
and Betty a great part in the setting up of
SPORTS: Editor—Alex Donsker.
THE DOLLARS AND MILES dunking process of French Bread
Kirkpatrick's "Arthur" back in hostels in this country. She illus
Reporters: Jack Price, Clyde Lindsay, Don Bartoni.
that leak from faulty carburetors
trated her talk with moving pic
or Swag and Tax when they
may soon be wiped off the slate used to give daily excursions in Ventura . . . about whom she's Very tures or American youth hostels.
FEATURES: Editor-Dot Stegall.
by a U. of Texas student who has the old Whippet . . . over bridges philosophical ... and the Faculty
Comments garnered at random
Associates: Buford Bush Ray Grosse, Gladys Hughes,
invented a substitute for the car and such ... or the guys who having "G'"s enough to challenge from students leaving the auditori Harvey, Ralph Trembley, Primo Yob, Bonnie Smith.
buretor. The Trojan and we both used to sit around a| room and Sonora High's faculty to a b.b. um indicated that Miss Blodgett
game . . . after we should have beat
hope he succeeds.
ART: Editor—Bob Bastian.
has aroused much enthusiasm" by
all-of-a-suddcn decide to hitch-hike them.
. hmmmmmmmmmmm.
Associate—Dave Matthews.
bringing tidings of a "good thing."
Staff Photographer— Dick Riddell.
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ng Dance,
tfion For
s Hall
24, has been set as the
the annual Spring dance
ers of the social comt Men's Hall.

\7lfor
" >•

this

gala

occasion

Vlrovided by Herm Sapiro
jrchestra. Decorations will
d out in the Spring

A".

If .
, *ng from its traditional
,W [Men's Hall is opening
'
'v lr to all students on the
a nominal admission
'
** *
, , • n
n order that more stu•. ' '• • iy
jty participate. It is felt
:' bers of the social com• t "feat the second semester
afford enough oppor|[or social affairs,
%hn
rs of Men's Hall plan to
is the outstanding nonA
affair of the season,
rs of the Dorm Club met
jty - night for the election
' < ; rs. Those selected for the
4.. [ester include Les Dow,
Lent;
and Phil
Alosi,
(treasurer. Mitchell Hook' • -tr
* *h»t ji semester president, was
-. in the presidential office
Jemainder of the year.
' III« C

N TO
;AR IN
'•'•'JTAL

J
g the Conservatory Series
it recitals will be the per•
1next Tuesday evening in
' »» fee
of Pacific Auditorium
.iTifteen o'clock.
..
t will be Jean Morgan,
" '^m Winnemucca, Nevada;
uson, pianist of Stockton;
3raghetta, soprano from
Melba Jean Loyd, pianist
ville; Vernez Cook, violin«• 1M Martinez; Camille Goff,
f Eureka; Henry Hobson,
• ' ^>m Oakland; and Alice
" ,-'><i«jJpianist, from Oakland
*'
npaniests will be Mirian
l'
'nor Miss Braghetta, Edith"'•".i: njgiap for Miss Cook, and
"•Ml ifcman for Mr. Hobson.
• - • is no charge for admission
(public is Invited to attend,
Ti-'kM
j
*
*
*
i ,
i-

' traBftihy

Betrothals
Announced
At Dance
Romance was certainly combined
with rhythm at Tau Kappa's pro
gressive dinner dance last Satur
day night, for the announcement
of two engagements came as a sur
prise to many friends gathered for
the affair. Elizabeth Douglas and
Myron Sutherland announced their
betrothal at Elizabeth's home by
clever dance programs presented
at the time the main course was
served.
Cocktails served at the
sorority house and salad at Doro
thy Dinubilo's home preceded the
surprise. Later in the evening dur
ing the refreshment hour of the
dance, Olga Kalmin and Jack Hem
ingway formally announced their
engagement by little scrolls at
tached to French bouquets on the
individual trays.
Valentines and lace-edged hearts
were used in decorating the rooms.
The girls who attended the dance
were Aline Durst, Lois Mae Ventre,
Alice Keehner, Patty Mason, Olga
Kalmin, Jean Strong, Bobby Gam
mons,
Dawn
Walters,
Norma
James, Melba Jean Lloyd, Rose
Marie Douglass, Betty Ann Smith,
Elizabeth Douglas, Doris Sherwood,
Edith Claire Hixson, Alice Ladd,
Ruth Johnson, Dorothy Dinubilo,
Elinore Shephard, Joyce Bovey and
Lucille Wilson.
Their escorts were Fred Garrison,
Bob Bovey, Vern Clifton, Charles
Shiftman, Jack Hemingway, Bill
Johnson, Clair Tatton, George Gan
non, Roy Cooper, Charles Sweet,
Bob Stark, Ed Volgroff, Myron
Sutherland, Carroll Austin, Edson
Tennant, Herman Gaumnitz, Paul
Taylor, Edgar Fee, Clarence Ban
croft, Huston Keehner and Myron
Harmon.
Patrons and patronesses for the
evening were Miss Ellen Deering,
Dean and Mrs. Corson, and Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Burns.
«

«

*

Alpha Theta
Tau Takes
Five Girls

Bartholomew, Mary
Wright, Berni
Red and white were effectively
jnctaisarbara Caswell and Gayle
combined last night at Alpha Theta
• || IndH kfeere made sisters in Mu house
for the formal dinner and
Imaf 05 » sorority at an impressive
initiation of five new members,
r last night,
The dinner table was centered
uti ttenin
with a red and white centerpiece,
illumined by red tapers, and decor
ated with red hearts at each cover.
Charlotte Messke planned the dec
•^'nSH LADY
orations.
Immediately following the dinner,
is she who wears
Minnie Sawyer, house president,
ange bow.
conducted the impressive initiatory
(remember this, Frosh,
ceremony, assisted by Virginia Wes
I't forget those bows!
ton, Verna Dunstan and Bea McCarl.
Five girls who are now entitled
to wear the Alpha Theta pin of
membership are Robert A. Ball,
aresMl
Betty Barry, Sara Cameron, Doro
thy Fitzgerald, and Maxine Oliver.

• looteu a J Beverly

1EMINDER,

' .'
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- igagement Cups
* Rosenthal China
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STARTING

DR.

•

CALIFORNI

JTOCKTON

TODAY—

"GUNGA DIN"
FEBRUARY 23—

Haas & Sons

"Duke of West Point"
Louis Hayward, Torn Brown
Joan Fontaine

Orchesis Has
Eight New
Members
A formal dinner followed by a
candle light initiation ritual at the
home of Miss Shaw on Euclid Ave
nue on February 8 was the occasion
of the initiation of eight new mem
bers into Orchesis, national honor
ary dance sorority.
The initiates were Barbara Albertson, Aileen Bolter, Doris Guern
sey,
Eloise
Lambert,
Bernice
Markowitz, Jeanne Marie Marblestone, Hazel Clair Kriem and
Jackie Ritchie.
Each pledge to Orchesis is re
quired to make up and present an
original dance for the other mem
bers.
Dance Symposium, in which all
colleges in California are invited
to participate, drew the attention
of ten Pacific Orchesis members
last Saturday.
The Dance Festival, in which all
attending were eligible to take
part, was enjoyed by the new
pledges and Aileen Buoy, Dorothy
Koln, Jean Ferguson, Verna Dunstan and Miss Shaw.

Sorority Rushing
Formally Opens
At Teas Sunday

Benefit Bridge
Scores At

Archania

vice-president.

Members of the fraternity served
EPSILON LAMBDA SIGMA
the guests.
Yellow roses will strike the
color note at Epsilon Lambda
Sigma sorority house, being used
to center the tea table and also
used throughout the rooms. Madge
Hepburn will open the door to
guests and present them to Mrs.
Ethyl Flack, housemother, Mar
The Pan-Hellenic Council met this garet Trabert, president, and Mar
week to set the spring rush dates. guerite Etzel, vice-president, in the
The opening rush tea will be held receiving line.
Merle Morton and Camille Goff,
at the four houses this Sunday
afternoon, February 19th, from 3 to both talented pianists, will play
6 o'clock. Formal rushing opens during the afternoon. Mrs. Fred
Monday, February 20th and during L. Farley and Miss Mirian Bur
that week tea. and informal din ton will preside over the tea table.
ners will be held. The following
week will include the formal din
ners with teas on alternating days.
All girls who wish to be rushed
must register with Mrs. Jones in
Dean Berg's office. March 18th has
been set as the date for the PanHellenic formal.
•
clever new tweeds , ,
Four pledges, Melba Jean Lloyd,
smart mixtures . . .
Rose Marie Douglass, Alice Keeh
pastel checks . . .
tailored to perfection
ner, and Olga Kalmin were formally
and priced . . .
initiated into Tau Kappa Kappa

PAN-HELLENIC
SETS DATES
FOR RUSH

Activities
Jimmie Woods was selected as

en's Hall for Queen of the Mardi 12:30

Gras at th£ second house meeting
of the semester held Tuesday, Feb
ruary 14. Other nominees were
Charmdan Cash, Betty Dahlgren,
Sally Hoge and Roxine Rafele.
The date of the radio dance
which was to be held March 17 was
changed to March 4, because of a
Pan-Hellenic formal scheduled for
that night.
An informal dance may be given
in place of the Barn Dance sched
uled for April 14.
In the election of council mem
bers, De Ette Hamsher and Mary
named jthe following committees to
Fong were selected as freshman
assist her
with arrangements:
and junior members, respectively.
decorations, Phyllis Grimshaw, Vivienne Manary, Dorothy Bartho
lomew, Barbara Caswell, Pat Car
son, Gayle Rawles, and Beverly
Wright; refreshments, Mary Ranney, Meri Wolf, Janice Morrill,
and Doris Marsh; entertainment,
Vivienne Manary
and Beverly
Miller.
White carnations will be used
decoratively in the living room,
and Miss Manary and Miss Miller
will provide a background of in
cidental music.
»

*

Rushees of Rhizomia will be en

the candidate to represent Wom tertained at a luncheon today at
at

the

Gambling Party
Is Omega Phi
Rush Event
Rushing

started last night at

Omega Phi Alpha fraternity when

Rho Lambda Phi members of that house entertained

house, followed by an afternoon a group of rushees at their semi
annual gambling party.
show.
Poker, roulette and blackjack
The luncheon will be the first of
were favorite diversions.
Fake
the Rho Lambda Phi rush events
money was provided for all pres
of the Spring season, the next ent and a special feature of the
affair being a skating party which evening was provided by "Sheriff
will take place next Thursday at Glutz McWilliams" with his "hoss
the Merry Gardens skating rink. pistols."
Guests were received by Paul
Today's luncheon event will be
Rippon, who was assisted by Les
under the direction of Ernie Atkin Knoles, Irving Fritz, Howard
son, Wayne Bird and George Blau- Lewis, Dick Morrall, Bill Toland.
fus.
According to Bob Kientz,
Entertainment was provided by
house president, approximately 45 a committee composed of Doug
men, including house members will Cossett, Bill Biddick and Irving
be present.
Fritz.

»

Mrs. Forkner
To Explain
Chinese Art
Some of the most beautiful and
valuable objects of Chinese art
will be viewed by members of the
Elementary Crafts course taught
by Miss Grace Ward of the Pa
cific Art Department when that
class is guest next Tuesday after
noon of Mrs. Lucy Forkner, at
Mu Zeta Rho sorority.
Mrs. Forkner has one of the
downstair rooms completely fur
nished and decorated with ex
quisite Chinese art works. Mrs.
Forkner will explain the origin
and something of the history of
the various pieces.
The crafts class is composed of
Senior College students who are
planning to do teaching work.
There are approximately forty
members.

ALPHA THETA
HOLDS TEA
A bridge tea is being held this
afternoon at 2 o'clock by the
mother's club of the Alpha Theta
Tau sorority house.
Mrs. Dunstan, the president of
the club, is in charge of the tea
which will include members and
their guests.
Spring flowers will be the theme
of decoration.

Sport
Jackets

sorority last Thursday, February
9, at an impressive candlelight
ceremony.

5.95 «. 10.95

Jim . . . .

Formerly of
San Francisco

Skirts
Flannel
f ACIFIC

Plans Spring

Sorority
circle
will weleome4MU ZETA RHO
girls eligible for rushing on the
Guests at Mu Zeta Rho sorority
basis of Pan-Hellenic rules this will be welcomed by Betty Dixon
Sunday afternoon with alternating at the door and received by Mrs.
hours from three until six o'clock. Lucy Forkner, housemother, Fran
Girls interested in being rushed ces
Hallmark,
president,
and
are invited to attend.
Junan Bronzich, vice-president.
Tau Kappa Kappa and Alpha
Orchids in Japanese arrange
Theta Tau sororities will be open ment will center the tea table at
to guests between the hours of Mu Zeta Rho, where Mrs. Louis
three and five o'clock. From four Vannucclni
and
Mrs.
Claude
until six, Mu Zeta Rho and Ep- Woods will preside.
silon Lambda Sigma will welcome
Hertha Rausch is general chair
visitors.
man of the tea, and she has

TAU KAPPA KAPPA
In keeping with the style of the
house, members of Tau Kappa
Kappa have chosen a Colonial
theme for their afternoon affair.
Jean Strong will open the door
to visitors, and in the receiving
*
*
*
line will be Miss Ellen Deering,
housemother, Barbara Gammons,
president, and Loismae Ventre,
vice-president. Old-fashioned bou
quets will be used decoratively
throughout the house.
Committees for the tea at Tau
Kappa Kappa include decorations,
Edith Clair Hixon and Lucille
Wilson; serving, Dorothy Dinubilo,
Eleanor Shepard, Alice Ladd, and
Alice Hall; rearrangements, Dawn
"Successful" covers the Archania Walters, Norma James, Melba
Mothers' Club benefit bridge held Jean Loyd, and Rose Douglas.
in the Alpha Kappa Phi house Sat
urday afternoon when friends and
ALPHA THETA TAU
patronesses of that house gathered
Bea McCarl will be present to
for dessert and an afternoon of
open the door to guests of Alpha
cards.
Incidental music was played dur Theta Tau sorority, and Miss Mary
ing the dessert course by Camille Doman, housemother, Minnie Saw
Goff, and during the afternoon, yer, president, and Virginia Wes
Bob and Barbara Harrison sang ton, vice-president, will form the
receiving line.
several selections.
In charge of arrangements for
Flowering quince and red hearts
carried out the Valentine motif the affair will be Bette FlinckCharlotte
Meeske,
and
throughout.
Tallies, in keeping inger,
with the theme, were red hearts Frances Branstad. Incidental music
with the Greek letters of the house will be provided throughout the
incrested upon them. Potted pan- afternoon by Jackie Parker, Betty
sies formed attractive prizes for Warner, and Maxine Oliver.
Decorations will be pink and
each table.
Mrs. J. F. Blinn, secretary-treas white, with spring flowers and
urer of the Club, was general blossoms adding to the color
chairman of the affair, and she scheme. Mrs. A. J. Zitlau and
was assisted by Mrs. David Smith, Miss Eleanor Young will preside
president, and Mrs. Rcy Akers, over the tea table.

Rushing To
Start At
Rhizomia

WomenHall

Opening Special

in bon bon
pastels or vivid
hues . . . exceptional
quality . . . superb
tailoring . . . priced

3.95

Shampoo and Flngerwave, 75c
Permanent Waves, $3.50 np
Manicures, 50o and 75c

Jim's Beauty
Salon
2321 Pacific Ave.

Slip On
Sweaters

Ph. 2-2663

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.

novelty styles . . .
in pastels and bright
colors . . . 1.95 . . . 2.95

DONOVAN'S
336 E. Main St.

"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

PAT DUNLAP

V

Campus Representative

/ to

109 N. Sutter

Phone 4-4018

CUB HOUSE
YOUR A. W. S. TEA ROOM
A GOOD PLACE TO

"EAT, DRINK AND BE MERRY"

KallentMarenqo Inc.
X
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Tigers, Wolves

A L ' S

Many Vets
Irngal Sports Pag?
Edited By Alex

T I G E R

Donsker

Split Series

T A L K

Pacific Wins Opener, 40-38;
Drops Final Tilt, 44-35

By ALEX DONSKER

CHALKING ONE UP

Despite his accident In Sacra
mento last weekend, ye Sports
Ed. came through with a bit of
Running up against a stymie in their Far Western
copy in the form of a letter here Conference basketball debut, Coach Ralph Francis'
Tiger quintet split its opening casaba series with the
with reproduced:
invading Nevada Wolves last week-end. Pacific won
Sunday evening
Dear Beck:
Sorry I won't be able to be at
school this week as I broke a
couple of bones in my ankle
playing basketball here last nite.
Am in the Sutter Hospital now
and will be here for a while.
The nurses are a bit of all
right.
Don't know who you can get
to put out that "lousy" sports
page . . . Maybe one of the
"Nite Riders" will do it.
Next week I challenge you to
a race—on crutches. May the
best man win!
Hope to see you in a week or
so.

Journalistically yours,
Alex Donsker.
The letter was dictated by A1
to his mother who wrote it
exactly as above.
,

Editor's comment: The big race
between Donsker and Becker will
be staged In Baxter Stadium if
enough student body interest is
shown in the challenge. Becker
promises to give Donsker a 20yard handicap in a goal-post to
goal-post race, and beat him by
a similnr margin. Experience
counts in this racket!

SCA Peace Group
Hears Speaker
The Peace Group of the SCA
headed by Bill Workman met
Thursday at 4:15 to listen to Bill
Kare, well-known speaker in tjie
field of Youth Peace movements.
Mr. Hare is the field secretary
of the Student Peace Service
which enlists the aid of students
In order to spread the peace
theme. This Peace Service is in
outgrowth of the enterprising
Emergency Peace Campaign. t

SEE
College

Intramurals
Tryouts March 10;
Transfers Promising

FIRST GAME
Pacific—
Rippon . . .
Higgins
McWilliams
Doyle
Dahl
Dunlap
Adamina

Book Store

Total
Nevada—
Forbes
Etchmendy
Radovich
OlBon . .
Harris
Cobeaga
Waldron

For
Tennis Racquets
Tennis Balls
Swimming Caps
Gym Suits
and
Other Supplies
u=

Trackmen In
Training For

Ig.
5
o

i
i
0
fg. ft.

j| 4

0
7

0
0

15

Higglns

Total

TYPEWRITER
REMINGTON

Remette

ft

0
2
1
3
]

Total
Nevada—
Forbes
Thompson
Radovich
Olson
Harris
Lemich
Oobeaga .
Htchmendy
Waldron
Conroy
Mayse
Spears

keen waltlny jjot

8

2
3

McWilliams
Dahl
Doyle
Hoffman
Dunlap
Adamina

A COMPLETE PORTABLE

0

1

SECOND GAME
Pacific—
v
Rippon
4

hr.te A what you've'

ft.

5

15 10

Total

W. H. Morris, Mgr.

Slogan Deadline
Moved To Feb. 25

14

fg\ ft.

.. 0
2
0
' 7

18

0

0

8 44

The University of Michigan has
a collection of 4,000 old and rare
textbooks.

THE flFSr PLACE TO CO

/IERRR
JACKIE COOPER
and the NEW UNDER
WOOD, ROYAL, CORO
NA and NOISELESS
PORTABLES.
On our easy payment
plan, and remember "No
interest or carrying
charge."
Rent Any Make
Standard Machine

J *585" $5.00
FREE DELIVERY

STOCKTON
Typewriter Co.
436 E. Market Street

Phone 2-8514

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME

BRICK

PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

EDMUND LOWE in

"NEWSBOY'S
HOME"
and KEN MURRAY

"SWING SISTER
SWING"

CLOWES' DAIRY
; Producers and Distribu
tors of the finest in
Dairy Products

Farm
West's Lane

Phone
6-6916

Time limit for the slogan con
test held by the Board of Athletic
Control in celebration of Mr.
Stagg's fiftieth year of active foot
ball coaching, has been extended to
midnight, Saturday, February 25th.
Slogans should be enclosed in an
envelope with the name of the con
testant on the outside only, and
sent to the Board of Athletic Con
trol, care of Robert L. Breeden,
College of the Pacific, Stockton,
California. Any person is eligible
and may submit any number of
slogans.

First Baseba
Practice At 2
Tomorrow
First big baseball practice of
the season will be held tomor
row afternoon at 2 on the foot
ball practice field behind the
Men's Dorm. AH men in either
Junior or Senior College who
have played any ball at all
and are interested In playing
on a team here this spring are
urged to be out for this first
practice.
Board of Athletic Control
met Tuesday and decided to
appoint a special committee to
meet with a group of represen
tatives of the baseballers and
discuss plans. Outcome of this
meeting, early next week,
will decide whether or not the
team will play under a Pacific
banner this season.
Players reporting for prac
tice tomorrow are asked to
bring as much equipment, in
the way of balls, bats and
gloves, as they can. Initial
workout will consist of limber
ing up, chasing fungoes and
"pepper" drill.
Everybody out!

PACIFIC
COFFEE SHOP
"WHERE THE FOOD
IS ALWAYS GOOD"
SERVING BREAKFAST,
LUNCH and
DINNER

2043 Pacific Avenue
GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

& FUEL CO.

BOB'S
BOB'S BARBER SHOP

LETTERMEN RETURN
With four lettermen returning
plus adequate reserve material for
the first time in several years, Chris
Kjeldsen, hard-working B e n g a l
coach, will have the first oppor
tunity in years to send his over
worked crying towel to the laun
dry.
Helping to hold the fort will be
Francis Hellman, varsity captain
and probably one of the best de
fensive players produced on the
Professors WALDO and ARdVOLD introduce a new local courts since the time of Leon
system of grading to suit the tastes of basketball-minded "Squeaky" Eakes. He has been
undefeated in intercollegiate sin
scholars who were present at the Faculty-Senior game gles on the Pacific courts during
last Tuesday. (The gowns' are by Elinor.)
the past three years.
Another senior is Herman Sapiro,
smooth-stroking varsity member
for the past two years and who
teams with Hellman to form the
most'formidable doubles team Pa
cific has had since the heydey of
Beck Parsons and Francis Wilson.
Jack McBride and Russ Pugmire,
outstanding sophomores last year,
round out one of the most prom
ising lettermen groups in Pacific
tennis history.

FACULTY QUINTET TRIMS

SENIOR SQUAD, 23-21;

FROSH DOWN SOPHS
Seniors Lose On Traditional Two-Pointer
In The Dark; Jacoby Has Horseshoe

By George Blaufuss
"WE WUZ ROBBED!" So raged Co-coaches 'Fight*
Finney and 'Tex' Koehler of the Senior hoopers, who
lost to the Faculty five, 23-21, Tuesday evening in the
big '39-facuity classic. "The lights beat us," they memhied in their beards as the keepers carried them off in

the black wagon.
•—
The coaches forgot to mention
however, that it was really a com
bination of an opportune darkness
and a big beetle-browed prof by
the name of "Light-horse Harold'
Jacoby, which downed the Seniors
in an overtime period in the local
perspiration palace.
"Jake's" long one-hander In the
last 45 seconds of play put the
ball game on ice in the overtime
period after the "class" of '39 had
staged a terrific rally in the last
A full day's skiing at Cold
quarter to tie the score at 21 all.
Had it not been for the two-point Springs was experienced by mem
gift when the lights went out (by bers of the Pacific Ski 'Club dur
tradition), the Seniors would have ing the first snow trip of the
season last Saturday.
won.
Under the direction of Dick
HOW QUAINT!
Swayne, club president, the group
Just to prove that there were no
left the campus at 7 a. m. Satur
hard feelings, the faculty made day morning and returned at
their entrance in lovely chintz 6 p. m.
chemises of darling nursery pink.
Embroidered on the uppers were COMING EVENTS
A tentative
date for the next
startling new crimson hearts, car
ski trip was set at a club meet
rying out the Valentine motif.
Likewise, the seniors were at ing whieh was held Wednesday
tired in their graduation caps and evening. This date will be Wed
gowns, wearing underneath, clever nesday, .February 22. A college ski
little diapers of terry cloth pinned meet was voted upon and sched
with the new cadium plated safety uled for March 25. The place
where the meet will be held will
clasps.
Roy Phillips (No. 39) committed be determined at a later meeting
the first foul, kicking some greying of the club.
A Pacific Ski Club emblem was
faculty mmeber where It has al
ways been the life-long ambition suggested at the recent meeting
of most of us to kick them. Dr. of the club and is being taken
Waldo made the free throw good, care of by Bill Schedler. The price
for the emblem has not been de
to open the evening's scoring.
cided upon as yet.
BAD BAVA MAN
Meetings of the club will take
Benny Bava, proselyted for the
faculty cause, proved to be the bad place every Wednesday evening at
boy of the evening, using his hands, 8* o'clock in 111 Weber Hall. All
feet, hips and rabbit-punch to good students are cordially invited to
advantage until the blind Tom ref attend the meetings.
erees finally gave our Benny the MANY MEMBERS
bum's rush.
Charter members of the club
It was nearly as much fun for include:
those sitting around her, to watch
Dick Swayne, Bob Coe, Bob
Dean Berg go through Bob Fe- Breeden, Judy Sullwold, Ethel
nix's gyrations, as it was to watch Mae Hill, Jack Goodwin, Bill
the beys race each other up and Schedler, Jerry Ciclnato, Bill Bird,
down the hardwood.
*
Lew Morrill, Roxene Hafele, Norm
As it should be, Ralph Francis, Davis, Bonnie Smith, Sallie Hoge,
a basketball coach of some notorie Joann Purchase, Charmian E Cash,
ty, was high-point man for the Albert Gerould, Bob Conn, chet
"hearts-and-fiowers" boys with 6 Phillips, Jack Zioc, M. F. Baird,
digits. Roy Cooper (No. 39), di John Stoltz, Jim Norton, Dawn
minutive footballer, was high for Zukerman, Golden Hoff, Pat Mcthe seniors with 6. Doc Larson Namara, Harod Mirroghan, John
sunk ope lulu from about 20 yards McGowan, Dick Stebbins.
out and was the most surprised
o
man on the court. Don Eddy (No.
During 1938, the University of
39) played a remarkable game of Kentucky constructed 72,879
ball for the seniors, as did Jacoby square feet of sidewalk.
for the pedagogues.
THE BOX SCORE:
Eddy (No. 39)
Faculty—
p. Phillips (No. 39)
LIGHTS
Trembley (No. 39)
2
Francis
6 Grubbs (No. 39)
I
Kjdldsen
Dieckmann (No. 39)
1
Larson
Incidentally the Freshmen beat
Jacoby
4
the Sophomores 16-14 in two over
Waldo
1 time periods. This game was
Seniors—
p
marked by much enthusiasm, little
Cooper (No. 39)
6 sharpshooting, as the score indi
Hellman (No. 39)
4 cates.

All-College
Ski Meet

Scheduled
March 25 Set By
Club; Place Later

ANNOUNCING
. . . . offering to the person submitting the
best Pacific sticker to be used for coming
year a prize of 10 gallons of Richfield gaso
line. Copies must be In before March 31st.
Judges:

INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California

(Since 1896)

Office:
Miner Avenue at San Joaquin Street

HUMPHREYS
School of Business

Fully Accredited—NAACS
California at Weber
Stockton

PAT MIRAGLIO
BILL BECKER
DICK EATON

FOR FURTHER DETAILS, STOP AT-

Pat Miraglio's Motor Service
2405 Pacific Avenue

OTHER CANDIDATES
Bob Wentz, Dave Mathews, Gab
Hausladen, Ralph Trembley, Hal
Kniveton, Earl Dahl, Gene Fuller,
and Maurice Cohen cannot be count
ed out of the picture and are fully
capable of springing embarrassing
upsets. Valuable additions to the
varsity squad from last year's
frosh team include: Francis Banchio, yearling ranking, player, Marcello UnHpeg, Roy Teshima, and
Murray Hunt.
Arnold Traxler, former freshman
star, now a promising professional
baseball player, has been donating
his services by acting as an oppo
nent for varsity members.

Santa Clara Wins
Northern Cal.
Championship
Displaying the fastest breaking
offense and the finest man-power
in the league, George Barsi's
Santa Clara Broncos had little
trouble romping to the champion
ship of the Northern California
Basketball Conference this season.
The Barsimen lost only one
game, to St. Mary's, and finished
two games ahead of San Jose
State, the nearest team. The
Broncs scored more points than
any other team in the league and
had the least points scored against
them. They finished their season
last Friday night by whacking
the Gaels of St. Mary's, 48-35.
St. Mary's finished the year
with three defeats which dropped
them from second to fourth place
in the league standings. After the
second Santa Clara game, they
lost to U. S. F., 44-31, and to
San Jose State, 43-38.
Pacific's victory over San Jose
was the Tiger's first win in three
years of No. Cal. competition.
High point man of the confer
ence • was Tony Franusich of the
U. S. F. Dons, who sank 94 in
eight games. He was followed
closely by Bruce Hale of Santa
Clara with 92.
For Pacific, Ethan Higgins and
"Jo-babe" McWilliams were high
with 64 and 62, respectively.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA IN
TER-COLLEGIATE FINAL
STANDINGS
W L For Agst.Pct.
Santa Clara ..71 368 -60 .875
San Jose State 5 3 327 326 .675
U. S. F
4 4 313 331 .5(10
St. Mary's . . 3 5 3111 340 .375
C. O. P
1 7 279 341 .125

Bengals Vie Wit
Aggies Tonight
Pacific Seeks Revenge For 45-23
Drubbing; Francis Changes Line-

Anc

S . C

Tangling in their final series game with t|
defeated Cal Aggies tonight at the College gym,F r ptfB
Ralph Francis's Bengal Tigers will be out to' $ ^
their 45-23 drubbing at Davis last Wednesday
and remain in the Far Western Conference runn flf

$25,00C

Const'

• U
D against a
a. fast,
fast sim
Up
ing quintet that handed til/1
worst defeat of the seasoH
days ago, the Pacific five
Tul!
to blossom forth with qui
the
ray of floor tricks to broa
A tl»*
visiting Aggies' string *
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th'
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AGGIES NEAR TITLE
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1
An Aggie triumph this c:
M® ''
nnlil virtually sew
—— up i//
* ..4
d ^ ur (n'
would
0
title for the Davis casaba
»e r*v•el
ion®'
L»n
They have but two
•ever
V cpgames
with
Nevada
after
Ler-^
Out for their seventh and
eighth straight wins of the fast- encounter with Pacific, J
Otff'
defeat from the Wolves
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ID pmc
closing casaba campaign, the Jay- give them a tie for confere " pro^"':'a
Ltb
nVtinr, State,
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see Cubs will hook up with the nrs
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with Chico
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Cal. Aggie Frosh in the curtain- have to win four straight f ' p °
raiser on tonight's hoop show and the t0P'
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r
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releb
Conrad, the Aggies' lank;1, 3tiriH>' 1
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as a warm-up for the Aggielet
skirmish, will meet the San Juan and Chorak, captain of tl corn*
High cagers this afternoon, both feated Davis squad, took 1# '„uiars
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on the local Court.
ing honors in WednesdaJ "Ltish ,,B" c
r
with a combined tally of 3 *
W° "'
EASY VICTORY
Although Chorak led the fF ' '
11
11,1
Season's end for the Kjeld- 18 points, Conrad, six-foot]-"* ' a Sid"*' !l
center,
was
the
boy
who
ijH,
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the
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senites will be reached next Wed
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(
nesday night when they meet the Tigers to their mostW
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of
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season
withjg*
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meS
Yuba J. C. at Marysville in a
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the '
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special Washington's Day battle. sational rangy floor play~L ' (lCiac
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Chili Beans - Sandwiches
Fountain Service

Mrs. Holman's
1603 Pacific Ave.

Main & El Dorado, Ph. 2-4893
Poplar & Yosemite, Ph. 2-5143
Everything to be found in a
First-Class Pharmacy
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BLUE RIBBON
Dairy Products
Serve Pacific
448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8613
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BRANCH'S SPORT SHOP
"It Pays to Play"

Forty-Nine Drug Co.

PAT'S STICKER CONTEST

ON PACIFIC AVE.
For better business positions

Net Season
Spartans Will Be
First Opponents
San Jose State's Spartans, per
ennial bogeymen of Tigertown, of
ficially will open the College of the
Pacific tennis season on March 4,
when they invade the local arena
to do battle with the Tiger netment. Other matches that have
been scheduled so far Include Fres
no State, California Aggies, and San
Mateo Junior College.

tho opener Friday night in a 40 to 38 thriller, but the

visitors came back to cop the sec-4
ond encounter with an easy 44 to
35 triumph Saturday evening.
FIRST GAME
Playing on almost equal terms
throughout the entire game of the
opening contest, both teams fre
quently brought the crowd to its
feet with brilliant fast breaking
plays that changed the tide from
one team to the other so many
times that it reminded the spec
tators of the previous deadlock
with the galloping Gaels of St.
First test of the 1939 edition of
Mary's.
the Bengal thinclad machine will
Doc Francis's "hard luck" Tig come March 10 in the annual intra
ers leaped into an eight-point lead mural meet in Baxter Stadium.
with a heated field goal attack, led
All members of the large track
by Paul "Rip'em" Rippon and Pat squads of the College of the Pa
Dunlap, in the last six minutes of cific and the Stockton Junior Col
the opening fracus and seemingly lege who have won neither num
put the game on ice. However, the erals nor block are eligible for com
visitors staged a late rally and petition. Alcng with the intra
with 50 seconds to go the score mural meet proper will be tryouts
board read 39 to 38, giving the vic for Varsity lettermen. Needless to
tory-hungry Bengals a slim one- say, times and marks will be close
point advantage. Rippon drew a ly checked to pick the team for the
foul and brought Pacific up an first meet which comes shortly
other point and as the gun went afterwards.
off Nevada was also awarded a
charity toss, but failed to make It WORK ON TRACK
This week for the first time in
good and the game ended with the
Tigers out on the long end of a almost a month the track squad
got to work out on Its track. The
40 to 38 score.
Bengal thinclads welcomed the op
SATURDAY BATTLE
portunity to desert the "shin-splint
The second game started out to
ing" pathway before the gym.
be a nip and tuck affair with the
Transfers from various junior
Orange and Black cagers grabbing
colleges will greatly strengthen the
off a 20 to 19 lead at the half time.
College of the Pacific varsity squad
But from the opening minute of
this year. Headlining the Jaysee
the second half till the final gun transfers is Phil Ritchie, the 9.8
the invading Wolves became mast
sprinter from Sacramento J. C.
ers of the situation with their sen
Ritchie hurt his knee recently and
sational backboard play, which had
has been forced to skip practice
the local quintet continually on
for a short time.
the defensive.
Walt Kelley, crack casaba shoot
Ray Harris, Nevada guard,
er, also starred as a high hurdler
walked off with scoring honors for
at Santa Ana J. C. Other transfers
the series with a total 31 points
include John Fanucchi, broadfor the two games. Local scoring
jumper from Bakersfield J. C., and
honors went to Hugh McWilliams,
Walt Fellers, also In the broad
who tallied 24 points for the series.
jump, from Santa Rosa J. C.
Rippon stole the limelight of the
contests with his blazing style of
floor play, which caught the fans'
admiration during both games.
BOX SCORES
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